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Abstrac t
CHAOS EXPANSIONS AND LOCAL TIMES
DAVID NUALAII'I' AND JOSEP VIVES
In this note we prove that the Local Time at zero for a multipara-
rnetric Wiener process belongs to the Sobolev space Dk- z-,,2 for
any e > 0 . We do this computing its Wiener chaos expansion . We
see also that this expansion converges almost surely . Finally, us-
ing the same teclrnique we prove similar results for a renormalized
Local Time for the auto¡ntersections of a planar Brownian motion .
0. Introduction and notations
In this note we first obtai,n the Wiener chaos decomposition of the
local time at zero for a multiparameter Wiener process . We also show
that the Wiener chaos series converges almost surely, and the local time
belongs to the Sobolev space Dk-!/2-f,2, for any e > 0, where k; is the
number of parameters of the Wiener process . The last part of the paper
is devoted to show the existente of a renormalized local time for the
autointersections of a, plana Brownian motion (Varadhan renormaliza-
tion), by ineans of the Wiener chaos expansion .
Let (T, 5, p) be a a-finito atomless measure space . We will denote by
H the Hilbert space L2 (T, B, p) which is assumed to the separable . Let
W = h E H} be a zero-mean Gaussian process with covariance
function E [W(f) W(g)] = (f, g)H defined en sorne probability space
(S2, F, P) . We will suppose that .'F is the Q-field generated by {W(h), h E
H}. It is well-known that any square-integrable functional on 52 has an




where f~, E L2(T') (symmetric square integrable kernel), and I denotes
the multiple Wiener-Itó stochastic integral .
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In this framework we can consider the derivative operator D which
acts on multiple stochastic integrals in the following form,
for n >_ 1, t E T. NVe can introduce the Sobolev spaces Dn,2 for a E R,
as it is done in [11] . A functional F E L2 (Q) with the development (1)
belongs to Da,2 if and only if
n>1
Set D-,2 = naERDa ,2 and D«-,2 = n7<,D7,2 for all a E R .
and E[H,,(Y)] = 0 if n is odd.
Dt. In (fra(ti 1 . . . ; tn)) = nII,,- 1 (fn(tl, . . . . t,L-1, t))
n!(1 + n)~ 11 f,L II2 < 00 .
1. Preliminaries
Let us first recall the Stroock formula (cf. [8]) that gives the Wiener





We will also make use of the Hermite polynomials . For each n >_ 0, we
will denote by H,t (x), the nth Hermite polynomial defined by
(3) H,,(x) en2/2
d 7t
\e- ~2/2 ) n
> 0 .
rr,! dx7 t
Let p,(x) be the centered Gaussian kernel with variante E > 0 . The fol-
lowing equality, which follows immediately from (3), relates the deriva-
tives p
(
,n) (x) with the Hermite polynomials :
p(n)(x ) ñ ! E-n/2 pe(x) H,,
(-) '
n > 1 .
Lemma 1 .1 .
Let Y be a random variable with distribution N(0, o-2) . Then
2rrt ! (0-2 - 1)..
2- m!
Proof..
It follows easily from the explicit formula for Hermite polynomials :
[n/21 k n-2k
n
k ! (n - 2k) ! 2k 'k=o




Let, {FE}E>o be a fa,mily of square integrable randoni variables with the
expansions
Assum,e that





Tl~,e1t thc fallLily FE converges in L2 (Q) to F =
r°°
o I'n (fz) .
Pro0f.
It is an immediate consequence ofthe Lebesgue dorninated convergente
theorern .
Let So be the Dirac delta function at zero . NVe can consider 6o(W(h))
as a, distribution on the Wiener space in the sense of Watanabe (cf. [11]) .
Using the integration by parts formula on the Wiener space one can show
that p,(W(h)) converges in B-1,2 to bo(6V(h,)) (see [5]) . We will first
compute the Wiener chaos expansion of pf (W(h)), and from it we will
deduce the expansion of 6o(W(h)) . By formulas (2) and (3) we have
p, ( 1+'(h)) =
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2. Chaos expansion of bo (W(h))
W




_l E rp('n)(W(h))] I,l(h®'y)
1L!,L=o
The expectation appearing in the above formula vanislies if n is odd
because pE and H,, are even functions . On the other hand, using Lemma
1 .1 for n = 2-ni we obtain
xf H2,rL (-)fPEMPIJhll2(x)dxE
_ (21r(11h11 2 +E))-'/2
J xE )




2 , 11 ni! (~I
,Ia
-E
h (1 2 + E)
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pe(W(h)) _ 1: -+1/2
?n-o 27r 2m m ! (11 h 112
+
E)




(-1 )m I2m (h®2rn)
27r 2m m,! II h II 2-+1
This series does not converge in L 2 (9), because




22m (m!)2 27ril hij 2 -
;
by the Striling formula . Observe that from (9) and (10) we obtain
i) bo(W(h)) E
D-1/2-,2
ii) bo(W(h)) 0 D-1 /2 ' 2
and the series (9) converges in the norm of the space D-1/2-6,2, for any
Remark. More generally we can obtain the chaos expansion of
b,; (W (h» when x 7~ 0
6.(W(h)) = -p11 lZ II ()





3 . Wiener chaos expansion for the local time
of a multiparametric Wiener process
In this section we will assume that T is [0, 1] k , with k >_ 1 . Then
W = {W (t ), t E T} will be the standard Wiener process on T. We will
denote by [0,t] the rectangle [0, t1] x . . . x [0, tk], where t = (t,,. . , tk) .
We will also set 1 1 = t 1 - . . . - tk .
The local time of W can be formally defined as
(11) L(t ; x) = &, (147s ) d .s ; t E T, x E R .
!o~l
Although for any fixed s, b~(61s) is not an ordinary random variable
but a distribution on the Wiener space, it tums out that the integral
in (11) has a smoothing effect, and L(t ,x) is a well-defined random
variable for any fixed point t_, , not on the axes . We will restrict our
analysis to the case x = 0, and we will set L(t) = L(t, 0) . We know that
L(t) = fo.a] So(14~s ) ds can be obtained as the L2-limit of
(12)
	
LE(t) = f pe(ws ) d, .s
fo,tl
when e tends Lo 0 (see, for instante, [2]) . In the next theorem we will
compute the Wiener chaos expansion of L(t ) .
Theorem 3.1 .
We have that L(t) belongs to the space ®k--,2 , for any point t not2
ora the ares, and it holds that
L(t) =
Proof.
(- 1. ),n 2k
mó 27r 2mrra!(1-712)
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Moreover, L(t) does not belong to ®~`-2 ,2 .
00
(13) LE(t) = M=0
z 1,i 2,rz,i
i=1
We will first compute the Wiener chaos expansion of LE(t) applying
the results of the previous section . From (8) and (11) we obtain
I2zrz 1®2m(-1)rn fo s]
2~ 2 m . fío
ds .
,al (I s I + .
),,+1/2
Then the series Z:,°0 1 Xn converges a.s .
(14)
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As a consequence of this theorem, if F is a square integrable random
variable with the development (I.), and
Lf =
n=o
then the Wiener chaos expansion (1) converges a.s . In particular the
condition (14) is satisfied if F belongs to the Sobolev space ®e,2 for any
e > 0 . Consequently, applying Theorem 3 .1, and the above criterion (14),
we deduce the almost sure convergente of the Wiener chaos expansion
of the local time of the multipararneter Wiener process .
4 . Renormalized local time
for the autointersections of a planar Brownian motion
Consider now W = { (W¿, W,2), t E [0,1] } a standard planar Brow-
nian motion . Let us write [X] = X - .E (X) for any integrable random
variable X. It is known from [6] that
(15)
	
L E _ [pE (Wt - Ws ) pE (W¿ - 1V.,2)] ds dt
o<4<t<1
converges in L2(Q) ; as E tends to zero . The purpose of this section is
to give a new proof of this fact by means of the results obtained on
Section 2 .
Theorem 4.1 .
The family of random variables L E converges as E tends to zero, in
®1/2-6, 2 , for any 6 > 0 . In particular, this implies the convergente in
L2(Q) .
Proof.-







` `' ds dt,
27r 2 ,1 P, ! p ! Jo<s<e<1 (~ 0 + E)n+12+P=rr.
n!(logn) Z 11f,2112 < oe,
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where I2g and I2P denote, respectively, the multiple stochastic integrals
with respect to the Brownian motions GVI and W2 . When n varios the
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terms appearing in the above sum are orthogonal . The square of the





C+pn (e !)2 (p !) 2
E[I2e(lo)I2e(lo'), ~[1Zp( lo) I2p()]
ds dt du dv ;
[(,A~+E) (IA*I+e)]n+l
where 0* = (u ; v] . We can estimate this term by
(2n) ! \:( n ! )2f (2e) !(2p)_ !(lo; 1,J .)2n
(2~)222n(n!)2
P+p=n e!p! <v (2n)! (I I 0*
I)n+I
-_ (2n) !
(2 7r )222n (n !)2
On the other hand we claim that
¡
(18)
// 1 (s ; t] f1 (u, v] 1 2n ds dt du dv <









`ei < (n + 1) max
(2zen) O<Q<n
In order to show (18) we will decompose the integral by considering
the different positions of s, t, u and v . We have that the left hand side




ds dt du dv
(v - u)TL+1
+2 JeL<s<t<v










The second summand in (19) can be estimated as follows
2 (v_ ~ -
s)n
du ds dv = 1 < 1 .
n <s<v (v - u)n+ i	 (n+ 1) n2
d .s dt du dv
d.s dt du dv .
ds dt du dv .
For the first terco, we have
<
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2 1 (v - s)' 2 1 (v - s)'
ds dv dt
n (t +I
ds dt, di) - ~+I ~
<v<t - S) n <v<t (t -8) v
- 1 2 ~ (v - $)2" ds dv +
2 ~ (v -
s)n
ds dv
n (n + 1) n2 S<v (1 - .s),, vn n2	, s<v vn




[l_ (,v - s)n
n (n + 1) + n
]
2
s<v v (1 - s)n
1 1 2
n (n + 1) + ?t2 <_ n2'
which completes the proof of (18) . Therefore the square of the L2 nornl
of each terco of (16) can be estimated by





which is equivalent to a constant times i7,-3/2 . Then Lernma 1.2 allows
to complete the proof of the theorem .
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